
UNDERGROUND kiteboards 2009

The UNDERGROUND board range 2009 has grown.  We now supply five different board types: 
FLX, FUTURE, STEEZE, ZEPHYR and FREEWAVE and there are more to come. 
We aim for the best in quality and performance to provide the perfect board for every rider.
Whether you are just learning to ride or ripping in worldcup freestyle competitions, cruising in light 
winds or boosting big in storms, enjoying small waves or charging barrels – the 2009 Underground 
board range has the tool for you to have a great time.
To complete the package the R&D team has designed a great new range of board accessorries. 
There are new CNC shaped G10 fins suiting each board line, a new grab handle and the new top of 
the line pad/strap system, featuring a new generation of comfortable, user friendly, high performance 
kiteboarding pads/straps.

FLX
In 2009 the legendary FLX remains the high-end freestyle and competition board.
It features the proven QUADconcave bottom shape, a strong and eco-friendly Paulownia WOODcore 
and a CARBON reinforced and flex tuned BIAXglass laminate.
The new thickness flow creates thinner tips that provide exceptional flex control by using defined uni-
carbon reinforcements while the new bat-wing tips and rail shape offer a smoother ride with supreme 
edge-control.
The five available sizes have been refined carefully to provide the perfect board for the special needs 
of any freestyle riders pushing the limits.
This year there are two graphic ranges.  
The Euro Ink graphics lead modern board design into the future. 
The Legends graphics are based on South Pacific mythology, and tell the stories of island magic on 
the deck of each board.
Choose a tool and show your moves.

124x37, 128x38, 132x39, 135x41, 138x43 

FUTURE
Another new toy in the 2009 Underground board range is the  FUTURE.
This range is for the freerider, looking for a board that is just easy and fun to ride. You might be 
learning, or riding waves or even doing tricks and jumps - this board can do it all, and will push you 
to the next level while having a lot of fun.
All this combined with an affordable price, will make it a popular board.

134x40, 141x42, 146x44

ZEPHYR
The ZEPHYR is a specialist light wind board.
The design gives excellent low wind performance while retaining good freestyle potential. The same 
construcion has been used as for the FLX, in combination with an early planing, single concave 
bottom shape and a relatively short but super-wide outline.  Like the FLX the ZEPHYR is available in 
the two graphic styles. Modern Euro Ink graphics and Greek Legends graphics.
Don’t limit yourself to cruising when it’s light.

138x44, 144x46 



STEEZE
The STEEZE is a brand new, dedicated wakestyle board.
Both board sizes provide three super-wide, wakeboard-binding stance options, and two strap stance 
options. They have the rocker, length and width you need to load the board and throw those wakestyle 
moves with power and style.
The QUADconcave bottom shape has flat sections at the rails and between all concaves.  These give 
the rider the great control in the water, and increased durability.
The board is offered complete or deck with fins only to use it with wakeboard-bindings.
Add some style and make it look easy.

133x42, 139x43

FREEWAVE
The genius FREEWAVE concept is unique to Underground.  There are now four great wavebord sizes 
and the boards have a softer flex, a recessed deck and are very tough. The full deck pad with a tail 
kick makes them a pleasure to jibe and ride strapless. 
The FREEWAVE will be amazing fun in perfectly clean waves and epic in those not so good wave 
conditions, which most of us are used to.  It doubles as a great flat water freestyle board for those 
light wind days.

Small (approx 5’4“) squash-tail thruster
Medium (approx 5’8“) squash-tail thruster
Large (approx 6’2“) squash-tail thruster
5’10“ fish, fish-tail twin

NEW pad/strap system 2009
The R&D brief was simple but hard to achieve: design the best pad/strap system on the market.
Research clearly showed that we needed to come up with something completely different and develop 
new technology. 
The result is the new top of the line system which offers a new generation of comfortable, user 
friendly, high perfromance pad/strap design.

Underground Fins – 2009
All Underground fins will be CNC shaped G10 for precision, consistency and durability.  The base 
curve of the FLX, Future, Zephyr and Steeze fins are designed to match each board range, and so are 
not interchangeable.
FLX & Future are supplied standard with 50mm fins. We have a 40 mm option as well.
Zephyr boards are supplied with 45mm fins.
Steeze are supplied with 30mm fins.
Freewave boards have Future fin boxes and are supplied with fins.

Grab Handle
All new super stylish very comfortable!

www.undergroundkiteboards.com
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